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Abstract: This article proposes, a reconfigurable FEC system based on Reed-Solomon codec for
DVB and WiMax networks. The proposed architecture implements various programmable primitive
polynomials. A lot of VLSI implementations have been described in literature. This paper introduces a
highly parametrical RS-coder-decoder on FPGAs. The implementation, written in a hardware
description language (HDL), is based on an Berlekamp massey, Chain and Formey Algorithms. We
have defined an advanced RS encoder-decoder architecture based on parameterization approach which
is a key solution for software defined radio (SDR) systems. Our parameterization approach is used in
order to implement on FPGA a generic RS coder-decoder for DVB and WiMax networks. IEEE Std.
802.16 specifies that the codec performs a variable number of check symbols in a codeword ( ranges
from 0 to 32, inclusive). The value of check symbols are specified for each burst profile by the MAC
layer according to cross layer concept.
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methodologies. A design combining software
and hardware is flexible enough to make it
optimal for 4th generation systems [12].
Field programmable gate arrays (FPGA)
have evolved from being a flexible logic
design platform to a signal-processing engine
[13]. An increasing number of signal
processing functions in FPGA and several
capabilities like embedded memory and
advanced routing. The availability of high
density and high performance make them
highly designable for developing hardware
prototypes of communication systems.
Parameterization [14] is a new field of study
derived from software radio domain. This field
proposes a new approach in which similarities
and differences between systems and standards
must be identified and then parameterized. We
can distinguish two types of parameterization
either by common functions or by common
operators. Parameterization by common
operators, it consists to find a common
operator of the highest level, which would be
used by the maximum functions of many
standards
including
future
standard.
Parameterization by common functions, it
consists to identify the common functions of

1 Introduction:
Reed-Solomon (RS) codes are described in
a paper by Reed and Solomon in 1960[1]. RS
are powerful error correcting codes that can be
employed in a wide variety of digital
communications systems from digital media to
wireless communications and deep-space
probes as well as in memory and storage
systems. Reed-solomon codes are used to
correct errors in many systems including:
 storage devices (compact disk, DVD,
barcodes,etc….) [2,3],
 wireless and mobile communications
(including cellular telephones, microwave
links, etc…)[4, 5],
 digital satellite communications[6],
 digital
television,
digital
video
broadcasting (DVB)[7],
 high speed modem such as ADSL,
Xdsl…[8]
 power line communications (PLC) [9]
 digital vestigial sideband (VSB) system
[10]
 cable modem [11],
The speed and complexity of these systems
necessitate designers and researchers to break a
way from traditional architectures and design
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all standards that will be implemented in
reconfigurable systems.
In addition, since past research has proposed
several efficient algorithms [15, 16, 17] and
architectures [18,19, 20] for the RS coderdecoder that could be used as parameters for an
advanced reconfigurable architectures.

2.1 Encoding of Reed-Solomon codes
Let (u0, u1, u2,…, uk-1) denote k m-bit data
symbols. These symbols are encoded into a
codeword (c0, c1, c2,…, cn-1). This encoding
process is best described in terms of data
polynomial:
I(x) = u0+ u1x + u2x2 + …+ uk-1xk-1
(1)
2
n-1
C(x) = c0+ c1x + c2x + …+ cn-1x
(2)
C(x) are polynomial multiple of G(x), which is
the generator polynomial of the code, which is
defined as

This article is structured in eight sections.
Section 2 provide a brief description of ReedSolomon codes. Section 3 describes RS codec
architectures and is sketching briefly the
principle functionality of RS decoder. In
section 4, several implementation RS coderdecoder architectures are studied. Section 5
discuss parameterization approach used in
order to implement a reconfigurable RS coderdecoder for DVB, mobile and wireless
systems. Section 6 explains our conception and
an optimized FPGA implementation of a
reconfigurable FEC systems based on RS
codes used in new generation systems. Design
decisions and simulation results of the
verification process are reported and discussed
in section 7. Finally, we summarize and
conclude this article in section 8; also we
propose some recommendations for future
research.

2t −1
G(x)= ∏(x−α
i=0

(m0+i )

)

(3)

where m0 is typically 0 or 1 Since 2t
consécutive power α m 0 ,α m 0 +1 ,.......α m0 + 2t −1 of
α are rootsof G(x), C(x) is amultiple of G(x), it
follows that
C(α (m0+i ) )=0,0≤i≤2t −1
(4)
for all codeword polynomials C(x). In fact,an
arbitary polynomial of degree less than n is a
codeword polynomial if and only if it satisfies
equation 4.
Asystematic encoding produces codeword
polynomials that are comprised of data
followed by parity check symbols (figure 1),
and it is obtained as follows (Equation 5)

2 Reed-Solomon CODECs:

n
k

Reed Solomon (RS) codes are a subset of Bose
Chaudhuri-Hochquenghem (BCH) codes [21
22] and are linear block codes[23]. They are
powerful error-correcting codes whose
symbols are chosen from a finite field, GF(m).
Their non-binary nature makes them
particularly suitable to correct error bursts.
A Reed-Solomon code is specified as
RS(n,k) with m-bit symbols. This means that
the encoder takes k data symbols of s bits each
and adds parity symbols to make an n symbol
codeword. There are n-k parity symbols of s
bits each. A Reed-Solomon decoder can
correct up to t symbols that contain errors in a
codeword, where 2t = n-k.
If the location of the symbol errors is
marked as an erasure, the RS decoder can
correct twice as many errors. External circuitry
identifies which symbols have errors and
passes this information to the decoder using
the eras_sym signal. The eras_sym input
indicates an erasure (when the erasuressupporting decoder option is selected).
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Data I(x)

Pariy Pa(x)

Figure 1: RS encoding
Pa(x) = (x2t * I(x))mod G(x)

(5)

It follows that the codeword is given by
(Cn-1, Cn-2,….., C1,C0)= (uk-1, uk-2,….., u1,u0, Pn-k1, Pn-k-2,….., P1,P0) and consists of the data
symbols followed by the check symbols.
In digital hardware, the encoder is an LFSR
with
internal
feedback
connections
corresponding to G(x), as seen in Figure 2. The
operations involved are GF addition and
multiplication. The computation of the
remainder is implemented on digital hardware
using a linear feedback shift register
configuration as shown in Figure 2. The final
contents of the shift registers will contain the
remainder.
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g1
1

g0

g2

where R(x) is a received polynomial and RN-1
is the first received symbol into a syndrome
cell.
This structure describe a recursive operation
multiplies and accumulates a constant value αI
with the input data. As shown in Figure 4(a),
at each cycle, the partial syndrome is
multiplied with and accumulated with the
received symbol. After all the received
symbols are processed, the accumulated result
is the iième syndrome. Figure 4(b) shows how
the 16 syndrome cells (for t= 8 ) are organized
in our chip. By controlling the multiplexer in
Figure 4(b), we can generate different
syndrome sequences for the calculation of the
discrepancy in the key equation solver. Table I
shows all 16 different syndrome sequences
[24].

g2t-1
Pa(x)

Reg

Reg

Reg

u0, u1,u2,………,uk-1

Figure 2: Typical RS encoder implementation

2.2 Decoding of Reed-Solomon codes
The general decoding steps are illustrated in
Figure 3. The syndrome calculator generates a
set of syndromes from the received codeword
polynomial R(x). From the syndromes, the key
equation solver produces the error locator
polynomial σ(x) and the error evaluator
polynomial Ω( x) which can be used by the
Chien Search and the Error Value Evaluator
to determine the error locations and error
values, respectively.
R(x) Syndrôme S(x) key equation
calculator
solver
σ(x)
Chien
Search

αi

Sα i

Ω(x)

Error Value
Evaluator

Si

Rj

D

Si+1

Si

Si+1 Mux

Error location Error value

Figure 3: The simplified
decoding flowchart.

Reed-Solomon

3 RS decoding Algorithms study

Figure 4 (a) Syndrome cell S

Rj

3.1 Syndrome computation

i

S5

S4

S3

S2

S1

8

3.2 Key Equation Solver
The main component of an RS-decoder is
the key equation calculation block. It solves a
set of 2t linearly dependent equations. It
generates the key equations (σ(x): locator
polynomial and Ω(x): evaluator polynomial)
from the syndrome polynomials. The locator
polynomial contains information about the
location of bad symbols in the codeword. The
evaluator polynomial contains information
about the error magnitude of the bad symbols.
The two polynomials σ(x) and Ω(x) are

(6)

i =1

R(x) =R0+R1x+ R2x2+…..+ RN-1xN-1
(7)
then Si= R0+αi (R1+ αi (R2+…..+αi (RN-1))) (8)
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Figure 4 (a) Syndrome cell S

2t

∑S x(i−1), Si =R(αi) ,

S7

S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 S14 S15 S16

The Syndrome calculation block treats the
input codeword as a series of polynomial
coefficients and calculates a syndrome
polynomial of 2t coefficients. The syndrome
polynomial contains the location and
magnitude of up to t errors in an invalid
codeword. A valid codeword generates a
syndrome
polynomial
with all
zero
coefficients.
Assuming a corrupt transmission, the
received codeword R consists of the original
codeword which is superposed by the error E:
By definition the syndrome polynomial is S(x)
S(x)=

S8
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defined respectively
equations 9 and 10.

by

the

following

Sj-1

Sj-2

w

σ ( x) = ∏ ( 1 − x ⋅ X i )

(9)

−σ1

i =1

Sj-w

……
.

−σ2

−σω

−σω−1

Sj-w-1
Sj-w-2
….. S1

where w : is the number of errors occurs in
R(x).
Ω(x)=

w

∑

Yi Xi
i =1

w

∏(1−X j*x)

…

(10)

j=1, j≠i

Figure 5 : Berlekamp–Massey algorithm based
on LFSR implementation

The two polynomials are related to S(x)
through the Key equation (Eq11) [25, 26], so
we can determine the above two unknown
polynomials σ(x) and Ω(x) by solving the key
equation:
S ( x) * σ ( x) = Ω( x) mod x 2t
(11)

w

S j = −∑ σ i * S j −i
i =1

If syndrome values are known, we can
compute σ(x) polynomial by the following
diagram (figure6)
Initialize:

w = 0 , B ( x) = x , σ 0 ( x) = 1 , Lw = 0 et j = 0

The techniques frequently used to solve the
key equation include the Berlekamp–Massey
algorithm [25,27,28,29], the Euclidean
algorithm [29,30]. Compared to the Euclidean
algorithm, the Berlekamp–Massey algorithm is
generally considered to be the one with the
least hardware complexity [31].

w =w +1

Compute error in the next syndrome:

2t −1
σ(x)S(x)=0 ,
w

∑

Lw −1

Lw −1

l =1

l =0

d w = S w + ∑ σ l * S w−1 = ∑ σ l * S w−1

3.2.1 Berlekamp–Massey algorithm
One of the fastest and hence often
preferred algorithm is the so called
“Berlekamp Massey Algorithm” (BMA) that
solves

dw = 0

(12)

where w ≤t is the number of errors that have
occurred. So eq 12 can be developed as Eq 13

Yes

No

Compute new connection polynomial for which d w = 0

T ( x) = σ w−1 ( x) − d w * B( x)

S w +1 + σ 1 S w + σ 2 S w −1 + ... + σ w S 1 = 0

S w + 2 + σ 1 S w +1 + σ 2 S w + ... + σ w S 2 = 0

Lw−1 < w − j

...
S 2 t + σ 1 S 2 t −1 + σ 2 S 2 t − 2 + ... + σ w S 2 t − w = 0
The problem of finding the minimum-degree
solution to the key equation is the same as
trying to find the smallest (LFSR) σ(x),
that generates the first 2t terms of S (figure 5).

Yes

No

σ w ( x) <= T ( x)

B ( x ) <= d w−1σ w−1 ( x)

σ w ( x) <= T ( x)
Tw <= w − j

The algorithm aims to find an LFSR of
minimal length such that the first (2t) elements
in the LFSR output sequence are the (2t)
syndromes. The taps of this shift register are
the coefficients of the desired error locator
polynomial, σ(x) [33].

j <= w − Lw−1
Lw <= Tw

B ( x ) <= x * B ( x )
No
ω= 2t

Yes

End
Figure 6: Barlekamp massey algorithm [32]
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The implementation was
functional VHDL description.

a

purely

3.2.2 Error Magnitudes polynomial Computing
Solving the key equation (Eq. 11)
determines the error evaluator or error
magnitude polynomial, Ω(x). An efficient way
of computing Ω(x) is to perform parallel
computation of σ(x). Using the Berlekamp–
Massey algorithm, this involves an iterative
algorithm to compute. However, if is first
obtained, from the key equation and the
Newton’s identity we could derive as follows:

σ2

σ3

C2

C3

σ4

σ5

C4

C5

σ6

σ7

C6

C7

σ8

C8

+

+

σ (α i )

σ ' (α i )

There are (t+1) stages of the CS that are
implemented in hardware. Each of these stages
(where a stage consists of a multiplier, mux
and register) (figure 7.a) represents a different
value for j in the above CS equation. The
search is run for n clock cycles (each clock
cycle represents a different value of i in the
above equation) and the output of the adder is
examined to see if it is equal to zero. If it is
equal to zero, the Zero Detect block will output
a 1, otherwise, it will output a zero. The output
of the Chien Search block is thus a string of n
bits that have values of either 0 or 1. Each 1
represents the location of a symbol in error.
For the first clock cycle, the mux will route the
error locator polynomial coefficient into the
register. For the remaining (n - 1) clock cycles,
the output of the multiplier will be routed via
the mux into the register.

= (S1 + S2x +…. + S2tx )•
( σ1 + σ2x +…. + σtxt) mod x2t
≡ Ω(0) + Ω(1)x + ….. + Ω(t-1) xt-1
= Si +1σ0
+ Siσ1 + …. + S1σi ,
i = 0, 1, …. t-1
2t-1

The penalty of this efficient computation is
the additional latency because σ(x) and Ω(x)
are computed in sequence.

3.3Chien Search Algorithm
With the known error locator polynomial it
is possible to determine the error locations by
checking whether the error locator polynomial
equals zero or not. The roots of the errorlocator polynomial are the inverse error
locations of the codeword. To find the roots of
the polynomial, a Chien Search (CS) was
conducted. It uses all possible input values and
then checks to see if the outputs are zero. This
happens only when an error occurs. For each
element that is substituted into the polynomial
that equates to zero, the element is stored into
memory, as these elements are the roots of the
polynomial and hence, the inverse error
locations.

3.4Forney Algorithm
The Forney algorithm is used to compute
the error values Yi. To compute these values,
the Forney algorithm needs the error locator
polynomial σ(x) and error magnitude
polynomial Ω(x). The equation for the error
values is given by Eq 14 :
Ω(Xi−1)
for i=1…t,
(14)
σ'(Xi−1)
where Xi−1 indicates roots indicates the root as
Yi =ei =

αi

Mux

σi

C1

Figure 7.b Chien search structure for t = 8.

Ω(x) = S(x)σ(x) mod x2t

Ω(i)

σ0
σ1

computed from the Chien Search, and σ ’(x)
the derivative of the error locator polynomial.
Because of the fact that any element will be
zero while multiplying an even constant value,
and will be its original value while multiplying
an odd constant, the first derivative of can be
represented by :

σ i * (α i ) n
Reg

Figure 7.a Chien search cell
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σ'(Xi−1)= 1 σodd(Xi−1)
Xi−1

(15)

D
σodd(αi)

(16 )

The xΩ(x) polynomial is then evaluated
along using the same type of hardware as used
for the CS. However, in order to form xΩ(x),
the coefficients of Ω(x) are shifted to the left
by one location.

Ω0

C1

Ω1

C2

Ω2

Ω8

C3

+

σ (α i )

Inversion
ROM

Yi
Ri

Zero
Detector
Data from FIFO

Figure 9 Error value evaluator structure for t =
8.

4 RS parameterization approach
for new generation system
Ω(α i )
Past research has proposed several efficient
RS algorithms and sub architectures. On the
other hand there are others research works,
which are interested on compiler development
[34, 35]. However in the literature there are a
few researches that are focused on
implementing reconfigurable RS coderdecoder. K.SHIMIZU & N. TOGAWA have
proposed a reconfigurable adaptive FEC
System based on RS code with interleaving. In
adaptive Scheme error correction capability t is
changed dynamically according to the
communication channel conditions. The packet
error rate is employed as threshold value to
change t [36].

C8

Figure 8 Ω(α i ) calculator block for t = 8.
The numerator is then multiplied by the
denominator using an inverse multiply. The
inverse multiply contains a lookup table that
finds the inverse of the denominator. For
example, if the denominator was α3, the
inverse is α-3. This can then be expressed as:
α-i = α(-i mod n) = α(-3 mod 255) = α252.
Since the same type of hardware is needed
for both the Chien Search and the Forney
algorithm. The output of the adder for the odd
stages is also used in the Forney algorithm,
shown in the middle part of the figure 9. The
sum of the odd stages represents the
denominator of the Forney equation. This
value is inversed in the Inverse Multiply block
and then multiplied by the numerator value
that is formed from evaluating the error
magnitude polynomial. The output is
“ANDed” with the zero detect output since the
error values are only valid for the actual error
locations (and they should be set to zero
otherwise).
Once the error magnitudes are calculated,
the error corrector block takes the received
code and performs XOR-operation with the
corresponding error magnitudes computed at
the respective error locations to attain the
original message stream (Eq. 17).
C(Xi ) = R(Xi) ⊕ Yi
(17)
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Mux

Ω(Xi−1)Xi−1
σodd(Xi−1)

Ci

Ω ( α i)

Then we can rewrite Eq 14 as the following
format:
Yi =ei =

Zero

Forney Algorithm

In this section we define an advanced RS
coder-decoder
architecture
based
on
parameterization approach which a key
solution for software defined radio (SDR)
systems. Our parameterization approach is
used in order to implement on FPGA a generic
RS coder-decoder for DVB and wireless
systems.
Generic RS module must integrate all
common RS configuration, which are used in
most
mobile
and
wireless
systems.
Implementing a generic RS module, match up
parameterisation by common functions
approach. Different parameters can have
generic value in configurable RS module.
Fully parameterized RS function, including:
 Number of bits per symbol
 Number of symbols per codeword
 Number of check symbols per codeword
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 Field polynomial
 First root of generator polynomial

4.2 RS parameterization for Wireless
802.16
IEEE Std. 802.16 specifies the outer code
requirements for RS code as follows:
The specified code generator polynomials
are given by:

The symbol width (m) defines the field
generator polynomial. Table 1 illustrates this
correspondence.
Symbol Width
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Field generator polynomial
x3+x+1
x4+x+1
x5+x2+1
x6+x+1
x7+x3+1
x8+x4+x3+x2+1
x9+x4+1
x10+x3+1
x11+x2+1
x12+x6+x4+x+1

- Code Generator Polynomial:
g(x) =(x+µ 1)(x+µ 2) ... (x+µ 2T), where µ=02hex
- Field Generator Polynomial:
p(x) = x8 + x4 + x3 + x2 + 1
The specified code has a block length of
255 bytes and shall be configured as an
RS(255,255-R) code with information bytes
preceded by (255-K) zero symbols, where K is
the codeword length and R the number of
redundancy bytes (R = 2*T ranges from 2 to
32, inclusive). The value of K and T are
specified for each burst profile by the MAC.
[37]
The variable decoder supports real-time
changing of the number of symbols in the
codeword, and R, the number of check
symbols in a codeword.

Table 1: Correspondence between symbol
width and the field generator polynomial
All most new generation standards use
eight value as symbol width this leads to use
x8+x4+x3+x2+1 as a field generator polynomial.

5 FPGA implementation of a
configurable FEC systems based
on RS codes for DVB and 802.16
network

4.1 RS parameterization for DVB
norm
DVB has three standards that use identical
RS code parameters. These are satellite (DVBS), cable (DVB-C) and terrestrial (DVB-T).
The most widely used of the three protocols is
DVB-S [Sohi20001.
All DVB standards employ the same
(204,188) RS code. All
DVB standards
operate in GF(28), and are based on a
(255,239) RS code. Therefore, the same Galois
Field arithmetic units and hardware can be
used for different DVB standards. Table 2
summarize RS parameters for DVB.

Overall hardware implementation of the
controller design consists of the entry of the
conceptual design into electronic description
format (design entry), conversion of the design
into a logic level form (synthesis), and
translation of the design into the physical
FPGA specific component placement and
signal routing (implementation). The design
verification process consists of testing the
design for conformity at several intermediate
stages. The verification steps performed after
each major stage of the design are shown in
figure 10 and include: behavioral or functional
simulations, synthesis checks, postsynthesis
timing verification, and post-implementation
timing verification. All of these steps are done
using simulation tools like Xilinx’s Foundation
ISE Tools [38] and Modelsim XE 6.0d.

Parameter
Symbol DVB
Field Polynomial
P(x)
X8+X4+X3+X2+1
Generator polynomial G(x)
(x-α0)(x- α1)(xα2)…(x- α15)
Bits number/Symbol m
8
Code length
n
204
Message length
k
188
Parity Symbols
2t
16
Table 2: RS parameters for DVB
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Design Entry

Functional
Simulation

Synthesis

Post-Synthesis
Simulation

Implementation

Post-Implementation
Timing Verification

Design Steps

Verification Steps

2t
2
4
6
8
10
12

Figure 7: Hardware Verification steps after
each design stage [39]

14

The scope of our design methodology
extends from specification to implementation.
The discussion of the application system and
parameterization approach described in the
previous section determines the functions
entities.

16

18

20

5.1 Code Generator Polynomial for
wireless 802.16
Table 3 recapulates different code
generator polynomials for wireless 802.16
according to the T value.

22

5.2 Encoder implementation
To implement an adaptive FEC by
switching between fixed RS coding levels. The
CODEC include a switching entity that control
the following RS coding levels. The first level
is for DVB norm and the other RS coding
levels are 802.16 norm.
- RS(204,188)
- RS(255,253), RS(255,251), RS (255,249),
- RS(255,247), RS(255,245), RS (255,243),
- RS(255,241), RS(255,239), RS (255,237),
- RS(255,235), RS(255,233), RS(255,231),
- RS (255,229), RS(255,227), RS(255,225),
- and RS(255,223)

24

The encoder and decoder units operate
independently and each can be programmed on
the fly to select the desired coding level. The
decoder can operate independently to process
blocks of up to 255 eight-bit symbols to
provide corrections (t) of up to 16 errors per
code block. The encoder output code block
will contain the unaltered original data
symbols followed by the generated parity
symbols.

30

26

28

32

Code Generator Polynomial
G(x)=x2+06x+08
G(x)=x4+1Ex3+ D8x2+E7x+74
G(x)= x6+7Ex5+ 04x4+9Ex3+ 3Ax2+ 31x
+75
G(x)=x8+E3x7+2Cx6+B2x5+47x4+ACx3+
08x2+E0x+25
G(x)=x10+ADx9+2Fx8+8Cx7+BEx6+C5x5+
1Ex4+BCx3+44x2+D4x+A0
G(x)=x12+88x11+C1x10+22x9+33x8+83x7+93
x6+A7x5+AAx4+84x3+AFx2+FCx+78
G(x)=x14+1Cx13+D8x12+B7x11+14x10+
64x9+2Ex8+24x7+4Dx6+24x5+AFx4+2Bx3+
BCx2+9Cx+1A
G(x)=x16+76x15+34x14+67x13+1Fx12+68x11+
7Ex10+BBx9+E8x8+11x7+38x6+B7x5+
31x4+64x3+51x2+2Cx+4F
G(x)=x18+C3x17+CBx16+D1x15+43x14+
57x13+88x12+33x11+ABx10+FEx9+8Dx8+63x
7
+E6x6+74x5+19x4+B4x3+3Ex2+1Fx+ B3
G(x)=x20+2Dx19+DEx18+D3x17+50x16+
61x15+E5x14+27x13+64x12+B2x11+AEx10+
F7x9+8Bx8+D9x7+47x6+B3x5+96x4+7Ax3+
F4x2+A6x+59
G(x)=x22+B2x21+F6x20+6Cx19+CFx18+43x17
+CBx16+75x15+EDx14+F4x13+A1x12+
B2x11+B1x10+75x9+6Ex8+1Fx7+D9x6+
CBx5+49x4+4Bx3+33x2+6Ex+47
G(x)=x24+F4x23+C5x22+21x21+14x20+
C3x19+C5x18+08x17+DAx16+FCx15+AEx14+
96x13+C6x12+A7x11+2Cx10+7Dx9+FBx8+85
x7+2Dx6+4Fx5+ADx4+D0x3+C7x2+6Cx+C1
G(x)=x26+F1x25+CCx24+D1x23+40x22+
D0x21+A5x20+33x19+03x18+39x17+B2x16+
ECx15+6Ax14+ABx13+C2x12+E3x11+4Ax10+
80x9+E6x8+9Dx7+ECx6+2Fx5+36x4+
E3x3+E5x2+7Dx+D9
G(x)=x28+E5x27+24x26+E0x25+D0x24+
7Ax23+2Cx22+7Cx21+A5x20+93x19+1Cx18+
53x17+73x16+2Bx15+D4x14+83x13+9Bx12+
94x11+6Fx10+3Ax9+68x8+A1x7+9Bx6+EBx5
+54x4+CDx3+A1x2+25x+AA
G(x)=x30+B5x29+FFx28+52x27+E4x26+
45x25+4Ax24+6Ex23+AEx22+D2x21+69x20+
76x19+43x18+ADx17+67x16+8Bx15+15x14+
D2x13+41x12+E9x11+F2x10+E9x9+49x8+
4Bx7+6Fx6+75x5+B0x4+74x3+99x2+45x+59
G(x)=x32+E8x31+1Dx30+BD x29+32x28+8E
x27+ F6x26+E8x25+0F x24+2B x23+52x22+
A4x21+EEx20+01x19+9Ex18+0Dx17+77x16+
9Ex15+E0x14+86x13+E3x12+D2x11+A3x10+
32x9+6Bx8+28x7+1Bx6+68x5+FDx4+18x3+
Efx2+ D8x+2D

Table 3 Code generator polynomials for
wireless 802.16 according to the T value.
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A representative symbol, with the signal
names, is shown in figure 8 and described in
table 4.

Config
Description
value(Hexa)
Downloading 01
D_in to g(0)
a new code 02
D_in to g(1)
genertor
.....................
polynomial
21
D_in to g(32)
Selectining a 80
G1(2T=2)
predefined
81
G2(2T=4)
code
.....................
genertor
polynomial
8F
G16(2T=32)
Table 5 Configuration value

RS-encoder

Figure
10
represent
implementation
verification of RS encoding. In this case of
verification we have select as code genertor
polynomial
G4(x)=x8+E3x7+2Cx6+B2x5+47x4+ACx3+08x2
+E0x+25.
And data frame(hexa) is:

Figure 8 :Core schematic symbol
Signal
D_in
Rst
Clk

Direction
Input
Input
Input

Par

Input

Sel

Input

Config Input
D_out Output

Description
Input Data
Active High: Initialize
Clock-Active on rising
edge
Used
to active parity
symbols transmission.
If sel is high then
configuration process, else
encoding process.
Used to select Code
generator polynomials.
Data output & parity
symbols.

00 00......................................00 02 03 83 93 9F 9F
241
k= 247

After encoding process we obtain parity
values: E7 38 1D F8 41 64 CD 6A.
The synthesis report of the RS encoder when
using “xc4vlx15-12-sf363” as a target Device
is sumarized in table 6.
Device utilization summary:
Number of Slices: 1426 out of 6144 23%
Number of Slice 559 out of 12288 4%
Flip Flops:
Number of 4 input 2698 out of 12288
21%
LUTs:
Number of bonded 28 out of 240 11%
IOBs:
Number of GCLKs: 1 out of 32 3%
Timing Summary:
Speed Grade:
-12
Minimum period:
3.676ns
Maximum Frequency:
(272.045MHz)
Minimum input arrival 7.031ns
time before clock:
Maximum output required 3.921ns
time after clock:
Table 6: synthesis report of the RS encoder

Table 4: Encoder signals description
Code generator polynomials for wireless
802.16 according to the T value given in table
3 all of them are predefined in the encoder.
When config value varying from (80)16 to
(8F)16, we can select a predefined code
genertor polynomial. When config value
varying from (01)16 to (21)16, we can loaded
from D_in a new code genertor polynomial.
Configuration step is defined according to
table 5 and its implementation verification is
illustrated in figure 9a and figure 9b.

5.2 Decoder implementation
The decoder input contains the received
data and parity symbols including errors that
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may be introduced during transmission.
Decoder output will be a completely corrected
block or will be marked as non-correctable and
the block will be output as received without
any changes.

Simulation results which corresponds to the
case in which the message is received without
errors is illustrated in figure 11.
Simulation results which corresponds to the
case in which the message is received with
errors are illustrated in figure 12, 13, 14, 15.
We suppose that the received message is:

A representative symbol, with the signal
names, is shown in figure 11 and described in
table 7.

00 00................00 02 03 83 93 9F 00 E7 38 1D F8 41 64 CD 6A

241
k= 247
n= 255

Figure 11 : RS decoder schematic symbol
Description
Input Data
Active High: Initialize
Clock-Active on rising
edge
enable Input
Used
to validate input
data.
Config Input
Used to select Code
generator polynomials.
Valid Output
Set when error polynomial
is ready .
With- Output
Set when
errors are
error
occurred
error Output
Error value
Table 7: Decoder signals description
Signal
X
clrn
Clk

Direction
Input
Input
Input

The synthesis report of the RS decoder when
using “xc4vlx15-12-sf363” as a target Device
is summarized in table 8.
Number of Slices
6117 out of 6144 99%
register:
Number of Slice
2170 out of 12288 17%
Flip Flops:
Number of 4 input
11229 out of 12288 91%
LUTs:
Number of bonded
29
out of
240 12%
IOBs:
Number of GCLKs: 1
out of
32 3%
Timing Summary:
Speed Grade:
-12
Minimum period:
9.554ns
Maximum Frequency:
(104.664MHz)
Minimum input arrival time 12.729ns
before clock:
Maximum output required
21.411ns
time after clock:
Table 8: synthesis report of the RS decoder

7 Conclusion
This work focuses on the problem of
simultaneously designing and implementing
Reconfigurable Reed Solomon codersdecoders for DVB and Wimax network. The
proposed configurable architecture is modular
and can be classified into two components:
encoder and decoder. We propose an advanced
RS encoder-decoder architecture based on
parameterization approach which is a key
solution for software defined radio (SDR)
systems.
The implemented RS encoder-decoder was
found to satisfy all timing constraints based on
the detailed timing reports generated by the
synthesis tool. Based on the simulation the
design was found to conform to the design
specifications and satisfy the timing criteria.

In order to verify the decoder functionality wee
have defined two scenarios: the message is
received without error and the message is
received with error. For simulation presented
in this paper we have considered as code
generator polynomial:
G4(x)=x8+E3x7+2Cx6+B2x5+47x4+ACx3+08x2
+E0x+25.
and as data frame(hexa) which is emitted by
the encoder the following:
00 00................00 02 03 83 93 9F 9F E7 38 1D F8 41 64 CD 6A

241
k= 247
n= 255
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Figure 9 a : Configuration step : selecting a predefined polynomials

Figure 9b : Configuration step : Downloading a new polynomial
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Parity symbols

Figure 10: implementation verification of RS (255, 247) encoding

Figure 11 implementation verification of RS (255, 247) decoding (message is received without errors )
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Figure 12 Syndrome computing value of c

Figure 13 Berlekamp module computing for RS (255, 247) (message is received with errors )
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Figure 14 Chien module computing for RS (255, 247) (message is received with errors )

Figure 15: Errors polynomial computing
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